strands

full FRINGE

A great cut can give you mega-texture. We’re loving layered styles that provide a nice mix of sleekness and fullness. Cumberbatch created body with layers and color (right). Campbell pumped up the volume of this bob (below) by blow-drying the hair without a brush and then flat-ironing only the bangs and the nape.

GET THE LOOK

Lipstick is back

> SOFTEN UP When wearing lighter hues, choose a liner that’s a tad darker. And if you like a little luster, dot a touch of nude gloss on top of your lip color and then blot.

> GET RICH With deep hues, it’s important to cover the entire lip with liner. Make sure your lips are smooth and free of any flakiness.


nab the perfect cut

Read this before you chop your crop

✓ Choose a stylist who’s known for gret cuts. Your colorist or your go-to wash-and-set hairdresser may not be the one to deliver the style of your dreams.

✓ Show your stylist various pictures of cuts that appeal to you. Choose images of models with hair and face shapes that are like your own so the outcome will be similar.

✓ Last but not least, don’t commit to a style that you can’t maintain. Ask your stylist about other looks you can create that work with your lifestyle.
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Visit our Web site to view more great cuts in our hair gallery.